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ABSTRACT 

We study the late stage dynamics of spinodal decomposition in binary 
fluids by the computer simulation of the time-dependent Ginsburg-Landau 
equation. We obtain a temporally linear growth law of the characteristic length 
of domains in the late stage. This growth law has Wen observed in many real 
experiments of binary fluids and indicates that the domain growth proceeds 
by the flow caused by the surface tension of interlaces. We also find that the 
dynamical scaling law is satisfied in this hydrodynamic domain growth region. 
By comparing the scaling functions for fluids with that for the case without 
hydrodynamic effects, we find that the scaling functions for the two systems 
are different. 

INTRODUCTION AND MODEL 

The dynamics of ordering processes in quenched fluids has been receiving a great 
deal of attention.1^ Since the hydrodynamic effects play an important role in spinodal 
decomposition in such fluids3)'3), it is necessary to take such effects into account in order 
to study the dynamics in these systems. 

Here we consider binary fluids and assume that the fluid is incompressible. In 
order to describe the spinodal decomposition of binary fluids, we introduce a local order 
parameter S(r) ,e.g. the local concentration, and the transverse component of the local 
velocity «(r). When the relaxation of the local velocity is more rapid compared to that 
of the local order parameter, we can eliminate the local velocity by assuming that the 
local velocity instantaneously follows the changes in the local order parameter.4) As a 
result, we obtain the following time-dependent Ginsburg-Landau (TDGL) equation for 
binary fluids*)-8) : 

^ 5 ( r , c) = I V V ( r ) - V5(r) • J T(r - r • ) . V'5(r > ( r ')«> ', (1) 

where ft(r) = SH{S}/SS(r) is the chemical potential, H{S} the Ginsbarg-Laada* type 
free-energy functional, L the Onsager kinetic coefficient and T(r) the Oseen tensor given 
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ABSTRACT 

We study the late stage dynamics of spinodal decompositioll in binary 
fl.uids by the computer sim叫.ationof the time-dependent Gin.burg-Land叫

equation. We obtain a temporally linear growth law ofthe characteriltic lelllth 
of domains in the late stage. This growth law hu b嶋 nobserved IIl m岨 yreal
experiments of binary fl.uids and IIldicates that the domain growth pro僧 eck
by the fl.ow caused by the surt'aee tension of IIlt留伽湖.We also find that the 
dynamical scaling law is satisfied in this hydrodyn蹴 icdomain growth r，婚。Il.
By comparing the scaling f'unc:tiolls for fl.uid・withthat for the cue witllout 
hydrodyna皿iceft"ects， we find that the s叩 lingfundions伽 thetwo .ystems 
are dift'erent. 

INTRODUC官ONAND MODEL 

The dynamics of ord目白gproc伺 S蝿 inquellched fl.uids has beell receI'吋aga peat 
deal oi attelltion.1

) Since the hydrodYllamic eft"ects play an important role ia spiaodal 
decomposition IIl such fl.凶ds2).I)，it is Ilec僧蝿ryto take such .舵tsinto accout in order 
to study the dynamics IIl these systems. 

Here we consider binary ftuids and assume that the ft凶.dis incompre国.ble. Ia 
order to describe the spinodal decomposition oi binary fl.uid.， we iatrod.健・localo吋町

parameter S( r) ，e.g. the local concelltratioll， and the transverse c。皿抑Ilotof tlle local 
velocity tJ( r). When the relaxation of the local velocity ia more rapid eompued to tllat 
oi the local order parameter， we c回 eliminatethe locall'elocity by凶巴凶_.tllat tlle 
local velocity IIlstantaneoua1y iolloW8 the ch，岨g伺IIlthe loc・Jorder p・E・lI1et町，.4)Aa ・
m 叫t，we obtain the following tim吋 .ep叫剖 Giub1llg-Ludau(TDGL) eq.atio_伽
binary fl.uid.I)-I) : 

11sh，t)=LVU(F)-VS(F)・I2'(r -r f). VfS(r ')，，(r f)drヘ (1)8t -¥ -J -， --r¥ -， --， -， J 

where I'(r)霊 6H{S}/6S作)i. the chemical potelltial， H {S} tlle GiubUS-Laad... type 
free-energy fUIlc:tional， L the On.喝erkinetic coefticleDt .. d 2'作)tlle伽咽te蜘，rlIfta
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Here 17 is the shear viscosity and 1 is the unit tensor. The second term on the right-hand 
side of Eq.(l) can be regarded as the long-range hydrodynamic interaction between the 
order parameter fluctuations. We have ignored the thermal noise in Eq.(l) because we 
are interested in the dynamics in the very late stage of spinodal decomposition. 

To integrate Eq.(l) numerically, we employ the cell-dynamic method.*) Since a 
great deal of computational resources is required to compute the integral in the second 
term in real space, we calculate this integral in Fourier space using Fast Fourier Trans
form. Details of the numerical method have been reported elsewhere.7)'*) The system 
used is a three-dimensional cubic lattice of site 128s with periodic boundary conditions. 

RESULTS 

Growth Law 

In order to study the dynamics of »pinodal decomposition quantitatively, we cal
culate the normalised structure factor ijk(f) defined by 

Jk(t) = (Sk(<)5_k(<))/ f d*(5 k(t)5_ k(0), (5) 

where 5 k is the Fourier component of S(r). We also compute the pair-correlation 
function G(r,t) : 

G(r,<) = { S(0,i)S(n,0 ). (4) 

The spherically averaged structure factor /*(<) and pair correlation function G(r,t) are 
calculated from Jk(t) and G(r,t), respectively. 

We use the first moment of i*(i) denoted as fci(f) as the characteristic wave number 
and also use as the characteristic length of domains the length Ro(t) which is defined 
as the value of r where (7(r,t) first crosses sero. 

Figure 1(a) shows the time dependence of ki(t) and the negative slope in this figure 
gives the exponent z : &i(<) ~ t*. 

According to earlier theoretical studies,3)'*) the domain growth in the late stage of 
spinodal decomposition in fluid systems is driven by the flow induced by the surface 
tension and, in this case, the normal component of the velocity of the interface «* is 
given by 

»* ~ -» (*) 

where <r is the surface tension. By assuming that at the late stage of spinodal decom
position there is one characteristic length scale t(t) associated with domains, we find 
l(t) ~ <r/tf t from Eq.(5), which gives the exponent * = 1. Our results in Fig.l(a) shows 
that the value of z increases rapidly after about 100 time steps and becomes its expected 
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Hereηis the shear由 cosity回 d1 ia the unit ten附・ The舵 condterm OD the risht-haad 
side of Eq.(I) can be regarded &8 the long-range hydrodynamic inter制 iODbe抑制tlle
order parameter fluduations. We have ignored the thermal noise in Eq.(I) b制 服we
are int町伺tedin the dynami伺 inthe very late stage of spinodal d配 omp帽 ition.

To integrate Eq.(I) numerically， we employ the ceU・dynamicmethod..) Since・
great deal of computational resources is reqnired to compute the integral in the腸 ωnd
term in realspace， we calculate thia integral in Fourier space using Fast Fourier Trans-
form. Details of the numerical method have been reported elsewhere.η，a) The ・戸tem

used is a three・dimensionaleubie lattice of sIle 128' with periodie boundary conditiou. 

RESULTS 

Growth Law 

In order to study the dynamies 01 ~pinodal decomposition quantitatiYely. we eal-
culate the normalised strudure factor lk(t) defi.ned by 

込(t)==州 (3) 

where Sk is the Fouri町 componentof S(吋. We曲。 computethe pair，・correlatioa
funetion G( r， t) : 

G(r，t) = ( 8(0，t)8(r，t) }. (4) 

The spherically averaged strueture factor I，，(t)姐 d戸 rcorrelation Cunction G(，.， t)・.re

calculated from Ik (t) and G(り)， resp民 tively.
We use the fi.rst moment of I，，(t)伽 oted&8 "1(t).. the eharacte由ticw&n a ... ber 

and also use .. the 伽 acteristiclength of domains the leDgth Re(t) whicll is del.ed 
個 the叫，ueof，. where G( t'， t) irst cros脚 sero.

Figure l(a) shows the time dependence of "1(t) and the a句剖i..ealope iD. tlu.s匂・n
giv1伺 the偲 ponentz : "1(t) -t.. 

According to伺品 目 theoreticalatudi伺，n.s}thedom叫11growth in tlle late .t・leof
spinodal decomp伺 itiollin fluid systems ia driYeIl by the low iD.da.ced b1 tlae .・.nace
telllIoll組 d，in thia case， the Ilormal eompollent of the Yeloclt1 of the iat岨f&ce..is 
givell by 

e-η ~
 

障
制
申 (5) 

where tT II the surface ten・iOIl.By 踊.a.min，that at tlle late ・taceof・:piaodud，健制a-
pOlItioll there ia one characteriltic lell件院時的)欄ociatedwitla dOlllaiu， we I.d 
l(t) -tT/" t from Eq.(5)， whic:la giYeI the舘 polleat% = 1. 0町 reaaltaia Fa&.l(a) "0 .. 
that the v叫ueof%inc路"伺lapidl1・f'terabo1ltl側 tIllle剖e戸姐，db町@阻嶋it.暗，舵ted
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Fig.l Plots of ki(t) (a) and R0(t) (b) vs. t on double-logarithmic scales. 

value 1 in the late time region after 400 time steps. This result is also confirmed for 
Ro(t) as shown in Fig.l(b). 

Dynamical Scaling Law 

We study the scaling law for /*(<) in the hydrodynamic domain growth region where 
the exponent z = 1, 

Ih(t) = kl{t)-*F(x). (6) 

Here F(x) is the scaling function and x = k/ki(t) the scaled wave number. The scaling 
plots for Ih{t) at t = 400 — 600 time steps is presented in Fig.2. 

This figure shows that the dynamical scaling law is satisfied in this time region. In 
this figure, we also find tl.e following three features, (i) For large c, F{x) approaches 
the form F{x) ~ se - 4 , which corresponds to Porod's law.9) The deviation of F(c) from 
Porod's law at large x is due to the finite thickness of the interfaces. The effects of the 
interface thickness can be removed by the "hardening" transformation 1 0 ) : S{n) —• 
5 c sgn(5(n)). The hardened scaling function is also presented in Fig.2(b). We can see 
that the hardened data clearly show Porod's law at c ~ 3 ~ 5. (ii) For small c < 1, 
F(x) is close to the form F{x) r«i X (iii) In recent experiments on polymer blends, the 
"shoulder" is observed at k ~ 3*i , u * which can also be observed in Fig.2(b). 
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Fig.l Plots of 1c1(t) (a) and Ro(t) (b) v.. t on double-logarithmic .cal制・

value 1 in the late time region after 400 time .teps. This result is also cOIl&rmed for 
Ro(t)回 shownin Fig.l(b). 

Dynamical Scaling Law 

We study the scaling law for Il(t) in the hydrodyn細 icdomain growth r喝'IOIlwhere 
the exponent % = 1， 

Il(t) = 1c1(t)-a F(z). (6) 

Here F( z) is the sca1ing iunclion and z言 1c11c1(t)the scaled wave Ilumber. The民aIiq
plots for I1(t) at t = 400 -600 time stepsおpresentedin Fig.2. 

This貴gureshows thal the dynamical 蜘 linglaw is satisfied in thia time r傾倒・ h
this ngure， we also find tLとあUowingthree Íl樋，tUt~JJ. (i) For large z， F(z) approach儲

lhe form F(z) f"，J z-4， whidl cor悶 pondsto PoroJ'b law.') The deYIatioll or F( z) from 
Porod's law at large z is due to the finite thidn笛 Sof the interfao伺.The el'ects of tlae 
interface thiclcness can be removed by the "hardening" transformatiol¥ 10) : S(n)→ 
Sesgn(S(n)). The hardened scaling Cundion is also抑制tedin 均 .2(b).We側関

that the hardened data clear1y .how Porod's law at z ~ 3 f"，J 5. (益)For small z ~ 1. 
F(z) is close to the form F(z) ，.... z4. (溢)In recent exp町'Imentson pol7mer bleads， tlae 
"sho叫der"is observed at Ie f"，J 31c" 11) which can also be obsel'Yed IIl Fis.2(b)・
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Fig.2 Scaling plots of the normalised structure factor /*(<)• The symbols o, A,Q, + 
and 0 correspond to t = 400,450,500,550 and 600 time steps, respectively. 
In (b), the symbol x corresponds to the hardened data at I = 600 time step. 

These features are consistent with the recent experimental data of polymer blends, 
u ) in which the exponent z ~ 1 has been obtained and the hydrodynanuc effects seem 
to be the dominant mechanism of the domain growth. 

On the other hand, the features of F(x) observed in Fig.2(b) is similar to those for 
a system without hydrodynamic effects. For purposes of comparison, we performed the 
computer simulation using Eq.(l) without the second term on the right-hand side. We 
call this model "solid" here. A comparison of scaling functions for fluid and solid are 
presented in Fig.3. From this figure, we find that the peak height of the scaling function 
for fluid is lower than that for solid and the peak width of F(c) for fluid is greater than 
that for solid. 

Next we study the scaling law for the normalised pair correlation function (?*(*>, t) = 
G{r,t)/G{0,t) which predicts 

Gn(M) = 6„(f), (7) 
where f = r/R0(t). The scaling plots of £?„(r,t) for fluid is presented in Fig.4. From this 
figure, we see that the scaling law for Ga(r, t) seems to be well satisfied. Note that the 
real space scaling function Gn(f) is slightly time-dependent, because the normalisation 
factor (7(0, t) is increasing in time due to the decreasing interfacial area. To avoid this 
difficulty, we use the hardened data for Gn{f) when we compare the scaling functions, 
since G(0, t) for the hardened data is constant in time. 

We compare the real space scaling functions for fluid and solid in Ftg.5, where we 
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Fig.2 ScaJing plots of the normalised structure f'actor 1，.(t). The .ymboll 0， A， 0， + 
and <> correspond to t = 400，450，500， 550・lld600 time .tep.， r，舗P民 ti.ely.
In (b)， the symbol x corresponds to the hardened data at t = 600 time .tep. 

These (eat ures a民 consIstentwith the recent experim岨 taldata oC polymer bl岨，da，
11) in whlch the exponent % :-.:: 1 h回 b偶 nobtained and the hJdrodJD&mIc e~偶抱院国a
to be the dominant m舵 hanismof the domain growth. 

On the oth町 hand，the features of F(z) observed in Fig.2(b) is SimiIar to tho舵 for
a system without hydrodynamic eft'ecls. For purpos情。，fcomp・.rison，we p町 formeclthe 
computer simulation using Eq.(l) without the second term on the risht・handlide. We 
call thls model "solid" here. A comparison of scaling functions for laid岨 d卸，lid町 e
presented in Fig.3. From thls figure， we find that the peak height of the .個liagfl岨，ctioa
あrfluid is lower than that for solid and the peak width of F(e) for o.id u g胤愉tltl踊
that Cor solid. 

Next we study the scaling law for the normaliaed pair correlatioll f .. clioll G.か，t)さ

G("，t)IG(O，t) which predicts 

Gn("，t) = GD(i)， (1) 

where p三げん(t).Tl恥t棺es舵c白a叫必I且in喝gp，仲，Iot旬soCG踊抑(令"，t吋)f伽b批E畳叫，disp悶 e剖a凶，te吋dinFi抱g.'.F島旨切。皿tlu肱s 
f知i抱取g肝ure，w鴨e附 thatthe SCa1il~g law Cor GD(が)aeems to be吋 l削減，ecI.Note tJa;叫 tlle
r;aI space scaling iunclion G~( i) is slightI， time-dependent，恥岨鵬thenor，皿必刷。a
Cador G(O，t) is increasing in time due to_ the d，舵鴎凶mginte市 d叫uea..官ha-.c剖 tJua
difficulty; w~ uae the hardened data lor GD仔)when we compare tlae ・叫iagr .. c:'蜘叫
由 ceG(O，t)伽 theharde凪eddata is con・tantin time. 

We compare the real lpace Icaling lunction.伽 luidand IOlid all Fic.S， w"e関 前
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Fig.5 Comparison of the hardened scal
ing functions for fluid (o) and solid 
(+) in real space. 

And the following features : (i) The amplitude of the oscillation of <j?»(f ) about sero for 
fluid is smaller than that for solid. This corresponds to the fact that the peak width of 
F{x) for fluid in Fourier space is greater than that for solid, (ii) The values off where 
6n(f) crosses sero after the first crossing are almost the same for both systems. 
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find the following feat ur帽 :(i) The amplitude of the o.cill .. tion of a.(i) .. bo.t aero for 
ftuid包smallerthan that for駒 lid.This corr句 pOlld.to the fad th .. t the pe・ltwidtll of 
~(z) for ftuid in Fourier Ipace is greater than that伽 m凶.(温)The叫脚。，fi.lt.ere 
Gn(i) cro蝿伺 leroafter the firlt cro蝿 mgare almOlt the same for botlt・11lteml.
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CONCLUSION 

We presented the results of computer simulation runs of spinodal decomposition in 
binary fluid. We clearly observed the temporally linear domain growth law in the late 
stage. By comparing the scaling functions for fluid and solid, we found the definitive 
evidence of the difference in the scaling functions for the two systems. 
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CONCLUSION 

We presented the results of computer .im叫ationruns of・pinodaldecomp師 itiollia 
binary ftuid. We clearly ub.erved the temporally linear do皿aIngrowth law in the late 
stage. By comparing the scaling functions for ftuid岨 dsolid， we iou.nd the defi.nitb'e 
evidence of the difFerence in the scaling function. for the two sy.tems. 
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